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You get to do actual
work that creates value
ADVERTISEMENT
During her internship at Systematic, it has become clearer
to 23-year-old Anna Kjær Schmidt what her skills are and
what she values in a workplace.
Anna is studying to become a Bachelor of Engineering in
Healthcare Technology at Aarhus University. When she had
to ﬁnd an internship for the ﬁfth semester, she applied for a
position at the international software company Systematic.
»Some of my friends had worked there as interns, and they
told me that it was a great workplace where interns are
regarded as real employees. You get to do actual work that
creates value. Furthermore, they know that you are more
than your job. Having a ﬂexible workplace is important to
me since I spend quite a lot of my spare time working as a
soccer referee,« she says.
SHAPE YOUR INTERNSHIP
In August 2020, Anna started her internship as a Junior
Test Engineer in Systematic’s Healthcare department.
She is associated with two teams that work on Columna
CIS, which is an electronic health record system. It is
being used in the Central Denmark Region and is being
implemented in the North Denmark Region and in the
Region of Southern Denmark. In one team, she does
‘classic’ testing, making sure that a given piece of software
works appropriately before it is sent to the customer. The
other team works with FHIR, pronounced ﬁre, which is an
interface for exchanging electronic health records. In this
team, Anna is more of a coordinator, working with analysis,
design, strategy and test design.
»Early on in my internship, I told my mentor that I would
like to learn about different test design techniques. During

the next month, I learned about ﬁve techniques and got
to apply them. At Systematic, they really listen to you,
and they try to shape the tasks according to your wishes.
Generally, everyone is very helpful and supportive to us
newcomers,« Anna says.
ON THE FOREFRONT OF TESTING
When looking for internships, Anna was a bit worried
about ending up in a company that did not know how to
apply her skills. »Systematic understands what I am able to
do, and I have become more aware of my competencies.
Systematic is on the forefront when it comes to testing,
and everything that I have learned here will be useful to
me,« she says and concludes: »I could deﬁnitely see myself
working here in the future. Even if I do not want to be a
tester in the long run, I could become a developer, a project
manager or architect. There are so many possibilities, and I
really like that.«
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“ Early on in my internship, I told my mentor that
I would like to learn about different test design
techniques. During the next month, I learned about
five techniques and got to apply them. At Systematic, they really listen to you, and they try to shape the
tasks according to your wishes. ”
Anna Kjær Schmidt , Junior Test Engineer
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